No-Hassle Triangles Fortissimo Sampler Quilt Instructions

Supplies Needed:
- No-Hassle Triangles Quilt Blocks Book (BK2809)
- 1⅔ yd. Fabric A (white CTN02—strips)
- ⅞ yd. Fabric A (white CTN02—outer borders, cornerstones, binding)
- ½ yd. Fabric B (bahama blue CTN1011—strips)
- ⅝ yd. Fabric B (bahama blue CTN1011—sashing)
- ¼ yd. Fabric C (wisteria CTN1392)
- ¾ yd. Fabric D (peacock CTN1282)
- ⅜ yd. Fabric E (purple CTN1301)
- ⅔ yd. Fabric F (fortissimo large floral RK5178)
- 1¾ yd. Fabric F (fortissimo large floral RK5178)
- 2½ yd. backing
- 1½ yd. 90” wide batting or one throw size batt (LBA60)
- Matching all-purpose thread (9350502)

Helpful Notions:
- Rotary cutter, mat and ruler
- Best Press™ Starch Alternative (BP60031)
- Quick Quarter Ruler Set (QQRS ) or No-Hassle Triangles Gauge (CL9579)
- Fabric Marking Pen or pencil (CL9521)
- Wooden Tailor’s Clapper (GHTC)

Helpful Tips:
- Refer to the No-Hassle Triangles Quilt Blocks book for directions for making the quilt.
- Use the following changes when cutting fabrics:
  - Fabric A—replace off-white with white
  - Fabric B—replace blue with bahama blue
  - Fabric C—replace pink with wisteria
  - Fabric D—replace aqua with peacock
  - Fabric E—replace teal with purple
  - Fabric F—replace print with fortissimo large floral
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